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AbstratReently, the laser experiments BMV and GammeV, searhing for light shining throughwalls, have published data and alulated new limits on the allowed masses and ouplingsfor axion-like partiles. In this note we point out that these experiments an serve to on-strain a muh wider variety of hidden-setor partiles suh as, e.g., miniharged partilesand hidden-setor photons. The new experiments improve the existing bounds from theolder BFRT experiment by a fator of two. Moreover, we use the new PVLAS onstraintson a possible rotation and elliptiity of light after it has passed through a strong magneti�eld to onstrain pure miniharged partile models. For masses . 0:05 eV, the harge isnow restrited to be less than (3 � 4) � 10�7 times the eletron eletri harge. This isthe best laboratory bound and omparable to bounds inferred from the energy spetrumof the osmi mirowave bakground.
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1 IntrodutionMost extensions of the Standard Model, notably the ones based on string theory, pre-dit a so-alled \hidden setor" of partiles whih transform trivially under the Standardmodel gauge group and therefore do not diretly interat via the Standard Model foreswith the known partiles from the \visible setor". Those hidden-setor partiles typi-ally interat via feeble, gravity-like interations with the Standard Model. For examplein supersymmetri extensions of the Standard Model, supersymmetry (SUSY) breakingis often assumed to be generated at a high sale by hidden-setor dynamis and thenommuniated to the minimal supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) setor by suhfores.Frequently, it is assumed that all the partiles in the hidden setor are very heavy.This is, however, not neessarily the ase. For example, the hidden setor gauge groupmay ontain unbroken U(1) gauge fators, orresponding to additional massless spin-one bosons, potentially mixing with the photon. Moreover, hiral symmetries may beresponsible for keeping some matter partiles from the hidden setor very light. Finally,if these partiles are harged under the above U(1), they typially aquire a small eletriharge due to the above mentioned mixing phenomenon. Thus, light miniharged partiles(MCPs) arise naturally within hidden setors.Laser experiments provide a powerful laboratory tool to shed light on hidden setorswith potentially tiny ouplings to photons. Laser polarization experiments | suh asBFRT [1℄, PVLAS [2℄, and Q&A [3℄, where linearly polarized laser light is sent througha transverse magneti �eld, and hanges in the polarization state are searhed for |are sensitive to axion-like partiles (ALPs) [4, 5℄, to MCPs [6℄, to hidden setor U(1)bosons [7, 8℄ and to other very weakly interating sub-eV partiles (WISPs) suh ashameleons [9℄ and the like [10℄. Light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments, suhas BFRT [1, 11℄, are another powerful tool to searh for WISPs. Here, laser light isshone onto a wall, and one searhes for photons that re-appear behind the wall. Vauumosillations of photons into hidden-setor photons with sub-eV masses would lead to anon-vanishing regeneration rate [12℄. In the presene of a magneti �eld, photons anosillate into ALPs [13, 14, 15, 16℄ or into massless hidden-setor photons oupling tolight hidden-setor partiles [7℄, whih an be reonverted into photons behind the wallby another magneti �eld.Reently, the laser polarization experiment PVLAS [17℄ and the LSW experimentsBMV [18℄ and GammeV [19℄ published new results. All three experiments found nosigni�ant signs of a signal and put orresponding limits on the oupling of a hypothetialALP to a photon. But from the optial data, muh more information about hidden-setorsenarios an be extrated. Further results an be expeted from similar experimentssuh as ALPS [20℄, LIPSS [21℄, OSQAR [22℄, and PVLAS LSW [23℄ in the near future. Itis the purpose of this note to explore the parameter spae of hidden-setor photons andminiharged partiles in the light of the new data.1



2 Miniharged partilesThe �rst hypothesis whih we will onfront with the new data involves light partileswith mass m� and small harges �e under the eletromagneti U(1): miniharged partiles(MCPs). Within the ontext of laser experiments we expet to be sensitive only to m�muh smaller than the eletron mass where � should be kept � 1. As an e�etive low-energy theory, we will assume that a standard minimal oupling between the MCPs andthe photon exists; moreover, we onsider both fermioni Dira spinor MCPs as well asomplex salar MCPs.If this low-energy theory was valid even at solar energy sales �keV, the astrophysisof horizontal branh stars would already imply strong onstraints on the MCP parameters,resulting in � � 2� 10�14, for m� below a few keV [24℄. However, if the MCP parametersare generated by the hidden setor at sales muh below O(keV), solar physis an beuna�eted by these hidden-setor degrees of freedom, whih instead an beome visiblein laboratory experiments at the sub-eV sale. A partiular senario entailing suh amehanism is the Masso-Redondo (MR) model [25℄, involving MCPs as well as hidden-setor photons, to be disussed in Set. 4. A model that an give rise to MCPs aslow-energy degrees of freedom without requiring hidden-setor photons has been workedout in [26℄ within the ontext of warped extra dimensions.Within the low-energy e�etive theory, vauum utuations of MCPs indue nonlinearand nonloal self-interations of the eletromagneti �eld (f. Fig. 1(a)). In polarizationexperiments where laser photons with a small amplitude propagate in a strong magneti�eld, the equation of motion for the laser amplitude a� with momentum k�,(k2g�� � k�k� +���(kjB))a�(k) = 0; (2.1)involves the polarization tensor ��� in a magneti �eld B [28, 29, 30℄. The two transversephoton eigenmodes orrespond to polarizations parallel (k mode) and perpendiular (?mode) to the plane spanned by the magneti �eld and the propagation diretion. Theirdispersion relation in the form of the eigenvalues gives rise to di�erent vauum magnetirefrative indies nk;? and absorption oeÆients �k;? for the two modes, being related tothe real and imaginary parts of the polarization tensor. The magnetized quantum vauumis birefringent, as parameterized by �n = nk�n?, and exhibits dihroism, as haraterizedby �� = �k � �?. These e�ets are, of ourse, present already in the Standard Model,predominantly owing to eletron-positron utuations, but MCP ontributions an exeedthe Standard-Model e�ets if the MCP massm� is suÆiently small [6℄. The MCP-induedquantities are �n = ��2�4� �� eBm2� �2�I(�); �� = 12�3e� Bm� �T (�); (2.2)where �I = Ijj� I? (and analogously for �T ) and, for instane, for a Dira spinor MCP,2



 �e �e(a)
 0�e eh(b)= + +B B B + :::�e �e �e

()Figure 1: The ontribution of miniharged partiles to the polarization tensor 1(a). Thereal part leads to birefringene, whereas the imaginary part reets the absorption of photonsaused by the prodution of partile-antipartile pairs. The analogous diagram 1(b) shows howminiharged partiles mediate transitions between photons and hidden-setor photons 0. Notethat the latter diagram is enhaned with respet to the �rst one by a fator � eh=(�e)= 1=�.The double line represents the omplete propagator of the miniharged partile in an externalmagneti �eld B as displayed in 1() [27℄.we have [29℄IDspjj;? (�) = 2 13 � 3�� 43 Z 10 dv ��1� v23 �jj ;�12 + v26 �?�(1� v2) 13 ~e00 h�� 6� 11�v2 � 23 i ; (2.3)TDspjj;? = 4p3�� 1Z0 dv ��1� v23 �jj ;�12 + v26 �?�(1� v2) K2=3� 4� 11� v2� ; (2.4)where K�(x) is the MaDonald funtion, and ~e00(x) denotes the derivative of the gener-alized Airy funtion ~e0(x) = R10 du sin(xu � u3=3). For the orresponding quantities forsalar MCPs, see the appendix of [31℄. The quantity � abbreviates the dimensionlessombination � � 32 !m� �eBm2� ; (2.5)where ! is the laser frequeny. The above results hold for magneti �elds whih areslowly varying over the sale of the MCP Compton wavelength 1=m�. The formula for theabsorption oeÆient di�erene �� requires the laser frequeny to be above the MCP pair3



Figure 2: New onstraints for the MCP mass m� and harge fration � for Dira spinor MCPs(left panel) and omplex salar MCPs (right panel) as dedued from the new PVLAS data [17℄.Also shown are the onstraints obtained from the BFRT [1℄ and Q&A [3℄ data, as derived inRef. [31℄. The onstraints result from the absene of elliptiity  and rotation �� signals, withthe shaded parameter spae being exluded at 95% C.L.. The 2� region for the elliptiity signal at B = 5 T is marked with solid lines; apart from a marginally allowed region at larger masses,this signal is exluded in the MCP senario.threshold ! � 2m�, and both formulas assume that a high number of Landau levels anbe oupied [30℄. Given that the laser experiments we onsider have O(m) lengths andO(eV) frequenies we expet our expressions to be valid roughly for 10�7 eV< m� < 1 eV.Laser polarization experiments suh as BFRT, PVLAS, and Q&A searh for vauum-magnetially-indued �n and �� by sending a linearly polarized laser beam ontainingboth modes, k and?, through a strong magneti �eld ofO(T). If the magnetized quantumvauum is birefringent, �n 6= 0, the laser light piks up an elliptiity  ; if it is alsodihroi, �� 6= 0, the amplitudes of the two modes are depleted di�erently and the laserpolarization undergoes an e�etive rotation ��, = !2 `B�n sin(2�); �� = 14 `B�� sin(2�); (2.6)where � is the initial angle of polarization with respet to the diretion of the B �eld,and `B is the optial path length inside the magneti �eld. Both expressions have beenderived assuming  ;�� � 1. A summary of the experimental parameters an be foundin Tabs. 1 and 2.The PVLAS experiment1 has reently published new onstraints on �n and ��, re-1In the PVLAS setup, � is slowly hanging in time overing all values from 0 to 2�. For our exlusion4



Experiment ![eV℄ Npass Brange[T℄ `B [m℄ j��j [nrad℄BFRT 2:47 254 2:6� 3:9 8:8 < 0:60 (95% C.L.)Q&A 1:17 18700 0� 2:3 1:0 < 10 (95% C.L.)PVLAS \low �eld" 2:33 45000 0� 2:3 1:0 < 10 (95% C.L.)PVLAS \high �eld" 2:33 45000 0� 5:0 1:0 < 12 (95% C.L.)Table 1: Parameters of the polarization experiments searhing for a possible rotation �� of thepolarization after passage through a magneti �eld. ! is the frequeny of the laser light, Npass isthe number of passes through the avity of length `B . Brange denotes the range over whih themagneti �eld projeted on a �xed diretion perpendiular to the laser beam is varied. In theBFRT experiment this range is ahieved by ramping the magneti �eld between two di�erent�eld strengths while keeping the diretion of the magneti �eld �xed. In the Q&A and PVLASexperiments the magneti �eld is rotated while keeping the overall �eld strength onstant.Experiment ![eV℄ Npass Brange[T℄ `B [m℄ j j [nrad℄BFRT 2:47 34 2:6� 3:9 8:8 < 2:0 (95% C.L.)PVLAS \low �eld" 2:33 45000 0� 2:3 1:0 < 14 (95% C.L.)PVLAS \high �eld" 2:33 45000 0� 5:0 1:0 90 � 9Table 2: As in Tab. 1, but searhes for a possible elliptiity of the polarization.sulting from elliptiity  and rotation �� measurements at B = 2:3 T and B = 5 T.No signals were observed for ��(B = 2:3 T), ��(B = 5 T), and  (B = 2:3 T); a signalwas present in a  (B = 5 T) measurement whih is likely to result from an instrumentalartifat.These measurements translate into new bounds for the MCP parameters shown inFig. 2 for Dira spinors (left panel) and omplex salars (right panel). The shaded pa-rameter regions show the exluded domain at 95%C.L.. For instane for Dira spinorMCPs, we �nd that � . 3� 10�7 for m� < 30 meV. This bound is indeed of a similar sizeas a osmologial MCP bound whih has reently been derived from a onservative esti-mate of the distortion of the energy spetrum of the osmi mirowave bakground [32℄.Hene, laboratory experiments begin to enter the hidden-setor parameter regime whihhas previously been aessible only to osmologial and astrophysial onsiderations.Inidentally, the anomalous elliptiity signal  (B = 5 T) (solid lines) is only marginallyompatible with the other data for larger masses m� & 0:1 eV within the MCP hypothesis.This is in line with the PVLAS interpretation that this signal results from an instrumentalartifat.bounds we are taking just 2� = �=2.
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Experiment ![eV℄ Npass B[T℄ `1[m℄ `2[m℄ L1[m℄ L2[m℄ N0 � N95%BFRT 2:47 200 3:7 4:4 4:4 11 6:5 7:8� 1018 Hz 0:055 0:018 HzBMV 1:17 - 12:3 0:365 0:365 20:0 1:0 6:7� 1022 0:5 3:09GammeV \entre" 2:33 - 5:0 3:1 2:9 5:4 7:2 6:6� 1023 0:33 3:69GammeV \edge" 2:33 - 5:0 5:0 1:0 7:3 7:1 6:4� 1023 0:33 2:05Table 3: Parameters of LSW experiments. Here ! is the frequeny of the laser beam, Npassthe number of passes through the avity (if present) and B the magneti �eld strength. `1 and`2 are the lengths of the magnetized regions of the prodution and regeneration sides of theexperiments whereas L1 and L2 are the total lengths on both sides inluding regions withoutmagneti �eld. N0 is the photon number or rate of the laser beam, � the quantum eÆieny ofthe detetor and N95% the upper limit on the deteted number of photons. We follow Ref. [43℄in deriving the 95% C.L. upper limits (N95%) for the BMV and GammeV results.3 Massive hidden-setor photonsThe next hypothesis whih we will onfront with data is based on the assumption thatthe low-energy dynamis involves, in addition to the familiar massless eletromagnetiU(1)QED, another hidden-setor U(1)h under whih all Standard Model partiles have zeroharge. The most general renormalizable Lagrangian desribing these two U(1) gaugegroups at low energies isL = �14F ��F�� � 14B��B�� � 12�F ��B�� + 12m20B�B�; (3.1)where F�� is the �eld strength tensor for the ordinary eletromagneti U(1)QED gauge �eldA�, and B�� is the �eld strength for the hidden-setor U(1)h �eld B�. The �rst two termsare the standard kineti terms for the photon and hidden-setor photon �elds, respetively.Beause the �eld strength itself is gauge invariant for U(1) gauge �elds, the third term isalso allowed by gauge and Lorentz symmetry. This term orresponds to a non-diagonalkineti term, a so-alled kineti mixing [33, 34℄. From the viewpoint of a low-energye�etive Lagrangian, � is a ompletely arbitrary parameter. Embedding the model intoa more fundamental theory, it is plausible that � = 0 holds at a high-energy sale relatedto the fundamental theory. However, integrating out the heavy quantum utuationsgenerally tends to generate non-vanishing � at low sales. Indeed, kineti mixing arisesquite generally both in �eld theoreti [33, 35℄ as well as in string theoreti [36, 37, 38, 39,40, 41℄ setups, and typial predited values for � range between 10�16 and 10�4. The lastterm in the Lagrangian (3.1) aounts for a possible mass of the paraphoton. This mayarise via a Higgs or, alternatively, via a Stuekelberg [42℄ mehanism.Let us now swith to a �eld basis in whih the predition of photon $ hidden-setorphoton osillations beomes apparent. In fat, the kineti terms in the Lagrangian (3.1)an be diagonalized by a shift B� ! ~B� � �A�: (3.2)6



Apart from a multipliative renormalization of the eletromagneti gauge oupling, e2 !e2=(1 � �2), the visible-setor �elds remain una�eted by this shift and one obtains anon-diagonal mass term that mixes photons with hidden-setor photons,L = �14F ��F�� � 14 ~B�� ~B�� + 12m20 � ~B� ~B� � 2� ~B�A� + �2A�A�� ; (3.3)where we have absorbed an irrelevant fator of p1� �2 in both A� and 1=�. Therefore,in analogy to neutrino avour osillations, photons may osillate in vauum into hidden-setor photons. These osillations and the fat that hidden-setor photons do not interatwith ordinary matter forms the basis of the possibility to searh for signals of hidden-setor photons in LSW experiments. The probability for a photon to pass through thewall and to arrive at the detetor is [12, 7℄,Ptrans = 16�4�sin��kL12 � sin��kL22 ��2; (3.4)where L1 (L2) is the distane between the laser and the wall2 (the wall and the detetor),and �k = ! �q!2 �m20 � m20=(2!); for m0 � !; (3.5)is the momentum di�erene between the photon and the hidden-setor photon, expressedin terms of the energy of the laser photons, !. If a avity is used on the produtionside, i.e., before the wall, Eq. (3.4) reeives an additional fator of (Npass + 1)=2, whereNpass � 1 is the number of passes the light makes through the avity; also, the lengthL1 then has to be replaed by the path length `1 inside the avity. The LSW transitionprobability in Eq. (3.4) is atually independent of the magneti �eld, sine the mixingarises from the mass term. The expeted rate of observed photons in addition involvesthe total initial photon rate N0 and the detetion eÆieny � < 1, N = �N0Ptrans. Theexperimental parameters of BFRT [1℄, BMV [18℄ and GammeV [19℄, as relevant for thesearh to paraphotons, are summarized in Table 3.Using the onstraints on the number of photons passing through the wall obtainedfrom the experiments of Tab. 3 we an obtain new bounds in the mass-mixing plane asshown in the left panel in Fig. 3. Combining the results of the new experiments resultsin an improvement by roughly a fator of two ompared to the older bounds from BFRTover a wide range of masses. In the mass range 10�4 eV . m0 . 10�2 eV, these boundsare the best existing bounds on the kineti mixing of hidden-setor photons. (f. rightpanel in Fig. 3).2More preisely, it is the length between the last optial devie that redirets the laser beam light intothe wall and the wall itself. See Appendix B of Ref. [7℄.
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Figure 3: Limits on hidden-setor photons 0 mixing with the photon from searhes for photonregeneration in LSW experiments. Left panel: New limits from the non-observation in theLSW experiments BMV and GammeV ompared to the old BFRT results. The bounds relaxby a fator 1 � 3 in the MR model [25℄ depending on m�. See Set. 4 for details. Right panel:Foreast of future experiments searhing for 0s. The urrent limit from LSW experiments (greyshaded) an be extended by dediated experiments exploiting high power, � 200 W, laserswith long beamlines, e.g. L1 = L2 = 40 m for ALPS [20℄ Phase PETRA (blak solid) orL1 = L2 = 170 m for ALPS Phase HERA (blue dotted). Inserting \phase-shift plates" intothe beamline as suggested in Ref. [44℄ ould improve the LSW results at larger masses. Asubstantial improvement in the sensitivity to � by several orders of magnitude an be ahieved,in the mass range from m0 � 10�7 eV to m0 � 10�4 eV, through experiments exploiting high-quality mirowave avities [45℄. These experiments are omplementary to searhes for deviationsof the Coulomb law [46, 47℄ and for photon regeneration of hidden-setor photons produed inthe Sun within the CAST magnet [48℄ (the limit arising from the lifetime of the Sun is slightlyworse (see also Ref. [49℄)).4 Hidden-setor photons and miniharged partilesIn Set. 2 we have simply assumed the existene of light miniharged partiles withoutany additional light partiles being present. However, in many models the minihargesatually arise from the oupling of a hidden-setor partile to a hidden-setor photon thathas a kineti mixing with the ordinary photon [33℄. In other words we have minihargedpartiles and hidden-setor photons.Let us briey reall how miniharged partiles arise from kineti mixing. Assume thatwe have a hidden setor fermion3 h that has harge one under B�. Applying the shift (3.2)3Here, and in the following we will speialize to the ase where the hidden setor partile is a fermion.8



to the oupling term, we �nd: eh�hB= h! eh�h ~B=h� �eh�hA= h; (4.1)where eh is the hidden setor gauge oupling. We an read o� that the hidden setorpartile now has a harge �e = ��eh (4.2)under the visible eletromagneti gauge �eld A� whih has gauge oupling e. For small�� 1, we notie that j�j � 1; (4.3)and h beomes a miniharged partile.However, from Eq. (3.3) we an see that for m0 6= 0 the photon propagator haso�-diagonal elements. One �nds that for momenta q � m0 these o�-diagonal elementsanel the e�et of the miniharge (for details see, e.g., Ref. [7℄) and the oupling toh is e�etively zero4. In most laboratory experiments the typial momenta are oftentiny. Therefore, if we want to have additional e�ets from miniharged partiles the mostinteresting ase is that of a massless (or nearly massless) hidden-setor photon.If the hidden-setor photon is massless, the photon$ hidden-setor photon osillationsannot take plae via a mass term as in Set. 3. However, due to presene of the additional(light) miniharged fermions it an take plae via a loop diagram as shown in Fig. 1(b).This proess is now possible in addition to the prodution of miniharged partiles asdisussed in Set. 2 that leads to an imaginary part of the photon polarization tensor(Fig. 1(a)). The transition probability after a distane z is [7℄,P i!0(z) = P i0!(z) = �2[1 + exp(��iz=�2)� 2 exp(��iz=(2�2))os(�ni!z=�2)℄; (4.4)where i =k;? denotes the polarization parallel or perpendiular to the magneti �eld.The total light-shining-through-a-wall probability is then,Ptrans = �Npass + 12 �P!0(`1)P0!(`2); (4.5)where `1 (`2) denotes the length of the magneti �eld in front (behind) the wall.Using the new experimental bounds, Eq. (4.5) an be turned into a bound on thepossible amount of kineti mixing in a model with one massless hidden-setor photon,whih is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4 (see Tab. 3 for experimental parameters). Thenew experiments improve the existing bounds from BFRT roughly by a fator of two.Also, for ompleteness we show in the right panel the dependene of these bounds onthe a priori unknown hidden setor gauge oupling eh in the partiularly simple, yetenlightening, ase of a massless MCP.A generalization to salars is straightforward and does not hange the results qualitatively.4To be exat, this is true only if the physial size of the magneti �eld region is larger than the inversehidden-seton photon mass. This is always the ase for the parameter regions whih we are exploring inthis note. For further details see [7℄. 9



Figure 4: Left panel: Limits on the kineti mixing of hidden-setor photons with the ordinaryeletromagneti photon in a model with a miniharged partile with harge � = �, i.e. eh = �e.Right panel: Limits on the kineti mixing parameter � as a funtion of the hidden setorgauge oupling eh in a model with a miniharged partile with m� ! 0.Finally we would like to omment on the impliations of the disussed experimentsfor the MR model [25℄, still one of the few possibilities to evade the strong astrophysialbounds for light MCPs. In its minimal version5 [40, 7℄, it features three new partiles:two hidden-setor photons, B�, the �rst one mixing kinetially with the ordinary photonwith mixing parameter6 � and the seond just oupling minimally to a hidden setorfermion h. If the B� photons were massless, the model would not have any phenomeno-logial onsequenes. However, adding a non-diagonal mass term �2(B+ +B�)2=4 in theLagrangian leads to a \link" between the photon and h. This link is realized as a �2-dependent miniharge that relaxes to zero if the mass vanishes or if it is muh smaller thanthe other energy sales involved in the partiular proess under onsideration. This latterase inludes the prodution of h partiles in osmologial or astrophysial environmentswhere the energy an be muh larger than �, for � . eV. In Ref. [25℄ it is laimed thatmodels satisfying7 ��2 . 6 � 10�9 eV2 do not su�er from exessive anomalous energyloss in horizontal branh stars of globular lusters, the most important onstraint for theexistene of sub-eV MCPs (see however [32℄).All these partiles an show up in laser experiments as long as � is not exessivelysmall. Let us fous on a LSW type of experiment8 Generially, their signature is similar5In Ref. [25℄, the authors inlude also an additional spin-zero partile.6The value of this mixing would be p2� in [25℄. We have rede�ned it for pratial purposes.7The authors onsider jehj = jej.8One �nds (see Ref. [7℄) that rotation and elliptiity experiments are sensitive for a smaller part ofthe parameter spae (�; �;m�). 10



to the signature of a hidden-photon model in suh a way that we an use Fig. 3 withm0 = � as a rough estimate of the exlusion bounds on the MR model as well. In fat,the MR model redues to the hidden photon situation developed in Se. 3 for m� ! 1.Finally, we have heked numerially that for the opposite limiting ase, namely m� = 0,the ombined bounds relax by no more than a fator three in the region of Fig. 3 (leftpanel). We believe that for �nite values of m� the ombined bounds should roughly liebetween these two limiting ases. A detailed study of the MR model parameter spae is,however, beyond the sope of this note.5 ConlusionsAxion-like partiles are the \usual suspets" investigated in laser polarization and light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiments. However, the non-observation of a signi�-ant signal so far onstrains also alternative senarios, like hidden-setor photons andminiharged partiles.We have shown that the reent PVLAS limits on the birefringene and dihroism of amagnetized vauum onstrain the harge of miniharged partiles with masses . 0:05 eVto be less than (3�4)�10�7 times the eletron eletri harge. This is the best laboratorybound and omparable to bounds from the osmi mirowave bakground although it isstill far from the astrophysial limits. The latter are, however, assoiated with physisat a muh higher energy sale and their appliation to the low energy physis probed bylaboratory experiments requires an extrapolation over many orders of magnitude.Moreover, the LSW limits of BMV and GammeV improve the existing bounds fromBFRT on the oupling and mixing of hidden-setor photons. In the ase of massiveparaphotons in the mass range 10�4 eV . m0 . 10�2 eV, the bound is improved byabout a fator two. These are urrently the best existing bounds on hidden-setor photonsaround m0 . 10�3 eV and they ould be improved even by one order of magnitude in thenear future.Similarly, for models where miniharged partiles aquire their harge through kinetimixing with massless hidden-setor photons, the LSW bounds on the kineti mixing pa-rameter are improved by about the same fator two.From a general viewpoint, laser experiments have demonstrated their apability ofexploring new domains in the partile-physis parameter spae, being partiularly pow-erful for weakly oupled light partiles. In addition to typial hidden-setor degrees offreedom, also new �elds arising in the ontext of osmologial models ould be searhedfor by similar optial tehniques; see, e.g., [50, 51℄. In the light of hidden-setor physis,it is worthwhile to reonsider also other onepts on using optial or more general eletro-magneti signatures to dedue information about the underlying partile-physis ontent,11
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